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EFFECT OF ROTOR -TO -STATOR SPACING ON ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE
OF A FULL-SCALE FAN (QF-5) FOR fURBOFAN ENGINES
by Joseph R. Balombin and Edward G. Stakolich
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY '
A study was conducted of the noise generation effects of the rotor-to-stator spacing
on a 1. 83-meter- (6-ft-) diameter fan suitable for turbofan engine application. This
1. 6-pressure-ratio fan was run without inlet guide vanes, and the axial spacing between
fan rotor and stator was varied between approximately 1 and 2 rotor chord lengths. De-
sign values of tip speed and thrust are 332. 5 meters per second (1090 ft/sec), and
84 500 newtons (19 000 Ib), respectively. Changes in sound level and in radiation char-
acteristics were compared for the fan fundamental tone and for higher harmonics. In
the case of the fan fundamental tone, which was theoretically cut off, no reduction in
noise level was observed. The remaining discrete-frequency power levels generally
decreased at a rate of approximately 6 decibels per doubling of the axial separation be-
tween rotor and stator over the range of spacings tested, at constant tip speed. The
actual reduction varied from tone to tone. The level of a "haystack" in the noise spec-
trum decreased at the same rate as did the higher fan harmonics. Overall sound power
levels and maximum perceived noise levels were reduced by approximately 1. 5 decibels
at 85-percent speed.
Some measurements of the fan aerodynamic performance were made to check its
performance in regards to pressure ratio and weight flow.
INTRODUCTION
In designing quiet engines for commercial aircraft, the most pressing acoustic ob-
jective has been to reduce the noise from the fan. Several techniques are being used and
refined, while others are being researched. One of these partially exploited techniques
has been to increase the spacing between the rotor and stator of a single-stage fan.
Some studies (e.g., ref. 1) of the effects of spacing have been made, and reductions of
several decibels in the sound level of the blade-passage frequency tone have been demon-
strated. Some uncertainty, though, remains as to the exact amount of the sound reduc-
tion with increases in spacing. A more complete knowledge of this relation for turbo-
fans would be helpful in making the necessary trade-off between the lower noise and the
weight or performance penalties that result from increasing the rotor-to-stator spacing.
A single-stage fan without inlet guide vanes was tested at the NASA Lewis Research
Center to evaluate the effects of the spacing between rotor and stator. The following are
some of the characteristics of this fan: diameter, 1.83 meters (6 ft); bypass ratio, 5.4;
tip speed, 333 meters per second (1090 ft/sec); total pressure ratio, 1.6. Provision
was made in the design to allow the fan (bypass) stator to be moved to obtain three axial
separations; these separations allowed a doubling of rotor-to-stator spacing from ap-
proximately 1 to 2 rotor chord lengths. Also, the relative numbers of rotor blades and
stator vanes were selected in accordance with the Tyler and Sofrin cutoff theory (ref. 2)
so as to reduce the level of the fundamental tone propagated to the far field.
In the program described in this report, a study was made of the effect on fan noise
of varying the fan rotor-to-stator spacing. The results were examined for the effects of
the spacing on the total noise output of the fan and on the basic constituents of the fan
noise. In this fan, the basic constituents of fan noise were the fan discrete tones, the
broadband noise, and a broadband hump, or "haystack"; no multiple pure tones were
observed. In operating this fan, an apparent change in bypass pressure ratio was ob-
served; consequently, the results of a comparison at constant tip speed may include ef-
fects of a change in pressure ratio.
APPARATUS
Test Facility
The full-scale fan acoustic test facility is located in the open area adjacent to the
main compressor and drive building of the 10- by 10-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel at the
NASA Lewis Research Center. Figure l(a) is a plan view of the area. The main drive
motors of the 10- by 10-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel are used to drive the test fan
through a speed-increasing gearbox, a reversing gearbox, and a series of drive-shaft
extensions.
The main drive system consists of four 28 000-kilowatt (37 500-hp), wound-rotor
induction motors in tandem for a total of 112 000 kilowatts (150 000 hp). The drive sys-
tem has been modified by means of transfer switches which select one motor for driving
the fan and allow two other motors to provide dynamic braking. Presently, a semiauto-
matic speed control is provided that holds fan speed to within 3 to 5 rpm over the oper-
ating speed range of 1750 to 3719 rpm.
The test fan is located on a concrete foundation, 33.5 meters (110 ft) from the wall
of the building, and 5. 8 meters (19 ft) above the ground level (fig. l(b)). A concrete
viaduct extends from the building wall to just short of the test-fan foundation and serves
as a support for the drive-shaft bearing struts, the 4. 25:1 speed-increasing gearbox,
and the reversing gearbox. The drive shaft is enclosed in a 0. 63-centimeter (0. 25-in.)
thick steel cover to reduce drive-shaft noise. The fan is positioned to exhaust away
from the building to allow for unobstructed air discharge from the fan nacelle. Sixteen
microphones mounted on poles at the elevation of the fan axis provide the far-field sound-
sensing capability. All instrumentation equipment for the fan test facility is housed in
the control room, which is located in the main drive building.
The noise characteristics of the fan test facility are described in appendix A.
Test Fan
The QF-5 fan is a full-scale fan originally intended for possible use in a 97 860-
newton- (22 000-lb-) thrust, research turbofan aircraft engine. This 1. 83-meter-
(6-ft-) diameter, single-stage fan was designed without inlet guide vanes, to avoid wakes
on the rotor and thus avoid a source of noise (ref. 3). The fan consists of a rotor with
midspan dampers, a fan (bypass) stator, and a core stator. Both core and bypass flows
are provided for in this fan. The most important performance design features for oper-
ation at cruise design conditions are listed in table I.
The three rotor-to-stator (bypass) spacings at which measurements were made
were 1.14, 1. 65, and 2. 27 rotor chord lengths. The fan was designed to operate with
the smallest spacing; the other two spacings were obtained as illustrated in figure 2,
which shows the rotor-and-stator section of the fan assembly. To increase the spacing,
the bypass stator was moved back from its design position, and spacers were added at
the tip leading edge and removed from the hub trailing edge to maintain a similar flow
passageway. Both the rotor and the core stator were unchanged in axial position. The
reference rotor chord length of 0.19 meter (7. 65 in.) was measured as the shortest dis-
tance between leading and trailing edges at midspan. The separation between rotor and
stator was measured as the distance at midspan between the rotor trailing edge and the
stator leading edge. An effective rotor-to-stator spacing can also be calculated. To do
this, the projected distance along the rotor flow direction from rotor to stator is used
instead of the axial separation between rotor and stator. For the QF-5 fan, the rotor-
outlet relative air angle at the tip is 35°; with this value, the effective rotor-to-stator
spacing corresponding to the quoted axial spacings of 1.14, 1.65, and 2. 27 chords are
1.39, 2.01, and 2.77 chords, respectively. While provision had been made to locate the
core stator at both 0.69 and 1.26 axial chords downstream of the rotor, only the closer
position was used.
Some of the physical characteristics of the rotor and stators are given in table II.
Figure 3 shows the fan rotor and stator. The fan velocity triangles at the entrances to
and exits from the rotor blade and stator vanes at 80 and 100 percent, respectively, of
cruise design corrected speed are specified in table III. This fan (designed by Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft) incorporated a multiple circular arc airfoil for the fan rotor, and
double circular arc airfoils for the bypass stator and the core stator.
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Instrumentation
Aerodynamic measurements. - Some aerodynamic measurements were made of
weight flow and pressure ratio in order to check the fan performance. The cutaway
drawing of the fan installation (fig. 4) shows the relative size of the flow passageways
and the locations of the instrumentation stations relative to the fan rotor and stators.
Both the bypass-flow and the core-flow ducts are identified. Bypass performance data
were obtained from station 3 instrumentation, and core performance data from station 4
instrumentation. Table IV lists the type of instrumentation located at each station. The
actual arrangement of the taps is illustrated in figure 5.
In obtaining the aerodynamic data, each pressure and temperature value was, in
turn, digitized and recorded on magnetic tape; from these taped data, calculations were
later made. For each speed at which the fan was run, two samples of aerodynamic data
were taken; each sample of data consisted of the average of the data from eight complete
scans of the instrumentation located at each station.
Acoustic measurements. - Acoustic measurements were made outdoors on the
horizontal centerline of the fan -5 .8 meters (19 ft) above ground. The 16 microphones
were located 30. 5 meters (100 ft) away from the fan, from 10° to 160°, in 10° incre-
ments (fig. 1); angles were measured from the fan inlet axis. In making the measure-
ments, 1.3-centimeter- (1/2-in.-) diameter condenser microphones were used; these
microphones have sensitivities of -60 decibels relative to 1 volt per 0.1 newton per
square meter (1 volt per microbar). Frequency response of the system, as a whole,
was uniform from 50 hertz to 20 kilohertz. The only known errors are those due to
ground reflection; the 1/3 octave data were corrected for these errors.
Data reduction was accomplished in two ways. The first was the reduction on-line,
during testing, of the noise signals into 1/3 octaves. This analysis was performed for
each speed at which the fan was tested, and generally three samples of noise data were
taken for each speed. The resulting 1/3 octave data were sequential 4-second rms
linear time averages of the microphone signals. A block diagram of this system appears
in figure 6. This diagram includes everything except the on-line analog magnetic tape
recording of each microphone signal.
The second method of acoustic data reduction made use of a fine-resolution,
constant-bandwidth analyzer. This analysis was done off-line and was accomplished by
playing back the analog noise tapes produced at the time of the test into the narrow-band
analyzer and plotting the resulting spectra on an x-y recorder. The plots that were
made generally present examinations of the noise data from 0 to 10 kilohertz, with a
nominal 20-hertz resolution. In a few instances, analyses of a 2-kilohertz portion of
the frequency spectrum, with a nominal resolution of 4 hertz, were also made. .The
analyzer used speed-up techniques to provide real-time analysis. In obtaining the data
used in this report, linear time averages of about 50 seconds were used.
TEST PROCEDURE
The fan was operated over a range of speeds, and data were taken at several repeat
speed points. The percent design corrected speed points at which the fan was tested
were 60, 70, 80, and 85. A single point at 90 percent was taken, although fan operation
over 85 percent speed was avoided to avoid the effect of a flow separation that occurred
in the core duct at higher speeds. The fan was first cycled through these points three
separate times, and acoustic data were taken at each point. After the acoustic data
were taken, the three station 5 rakes were mounted in their positions at the nozzle exit
(the other rakes were always mounted). Then the fan was twice cycled through its speed
range, and 100 seconds of aerodynamic data were taken at each point.
One factor having an effect on the operation of this fan is what appears to have been
flow separation in the fan core duct. Total pressure readings taken from one of the sta-
tion 4 rakes in the core stream near the fan support pylon were about 7000 newtons per
square meter (1 psi) less than ambient pressure, which indicated a local area of no flow
or reverse flow. One problem with operating the fan in this condition was the damage to
the sheet-metal divider between the bypass and core flows. The lifting of some of the
panel edges in the area of the separated core flow was ascribed to the static-pressure
differences existing between the two ducts at that point.
The flow separation was apparently the result of the nonaxial core-stator discharge
airflow striking the fan support pylon. The fan was originally designed as part of an en-
gine to be considered in the NASA-Lewis Quiet Engine Program. On the engine, to re-
duce the loading on the core stator vanes and to eliminate inlet guide vanes at the core
compressor, the airflow was not turned completely axially by the stator, but instead,
the airflow left the core stator at an angle of 30° from the axis. For the investigation
reported herein, the fan alone was used, but it was used as designed for the engine. In
this fan application, small struts supporting the flow divider were placed at this same
30° angle. However, the main support strut, or pylon, beneath the fan was still oriented
axially. This support strut was a 20 percent thick section airfoil in shape, and it had
caused no noticeable turbulence in previous fan testing or in simulated scale tests when
the approach airflow was axial. However, the nonaxial flow of the QF-5 fan'created a
separated flow region at one side of this strut, apparently due to the attainment of the
critical Mach number.
To reduce the possibility of any extensive damage to the fan casing from the afore-
mentioned core performance, the maximum-speed test point was lowered from 90 per-
cent of design to 85 percent of design. Any damage to the flow divider was repaired
after each test. Because of this problem of core flow, core aerodynamic measurements
were inconsistent. Consequently, those results will not be presented.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Aerodynamic Results
Figure 7 shows the operating-line data (design nozzle) obtained from the fan tests
with the smallest rotor-to-stator spacing superimposed on the fan bypass-stream design
performance map. Comparison of the actual results with the design predicted operating
line indicates fair agreement over the speed range covered.
Measurements of two fan characteristics are presented to describe the fan opera-
tion. Figure 8 presents the bypass pressure ratio as a function of fan speed; also shown
are the design values for 90 and 100 percent corrected speeds. For this fan, the mea-
sured pressure ratio is slightly less than design, and apparently the 100 percent design
value for pressure ratio would not have been reached. Figure 9 presents the bypass
pressure ratio as a function of rotor-to-stator spacing. The figure shows that the pres-
sure ratio increased slightly with spacing as speed increased. Whether this small, but
consistent, behavior is a function of the small changes in the bypass flow duct geometry
with spacing changes is not known.
The curves (fig. 10) of the bypass mass flow as a function of fan speed for three
spacings are similar to the pressure-ratio curves. There is an increase in mass flow
with increased spacing between rotor and stator.
Difficulty was experienced in determining an accurate and consistent temperature in
the fan inlet, and this difficulty consequently led to errors in ratios and efficiencies.
Because of the uncertainty in the inlet temperature measurements, fan efficiency data
are not presented.
x
Acoustic Results
The main objective of this study was to determine the effects of varying the axial
separation between rotor and stator on the acoustic performance of the fan. To accom-
plish this end, comparisons were made of measured sound pressure levels of the com-
ponents making up the fan noise spectrum. Thus, in addition to comparisons of overall
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power spectra and perceived noise, comparisons were made between the levels of the
fundamental blade passage tone, the higher-order harmonics of the blade passage fre-
quency, the fan broadband noise, and the broadband "haystacks. "
General considerations. - A sample noise spectrum for the QF-5 fan is presented in
figure 11 to illustrate the appearance of these noise components. Each component pre-
sented in figure 11 will first be covered individually, and later in combination as overall
noise levels. It is to be noted that the amplitude of the second harmonic of blade pas-
sage frequency (BPF) is greater in the far field than that of the fundamental, or first
harmonic. Although this situation of the second harmonic being greater than the first is
generally true only in the rear quadrant, the effect is extensive enough that the level of
the second harmonic tone determines the overall sound pressure level (OASPL). An ex-
tremely important consideration in this study is the fact that because the fundamental
blade passage frequency tone was designed to be cut off (so that interaction between the
fan rotor and stator would not give rise to this frequency tone), changes in sound level
due to changes in the interaction between rotor and stator would be expected to affect
only the overtones, or higher order harmonics. This fact makes it necessary to exam-
ine several of the fan tone harmonics as well as the fundamental blade passage frequency
tone to determine the relation between rotor-to-stator spacing and the reduced fan noise.
Figure 12 compares the maximum, 1/3 octave sound pressure levels of the second
harmonic from 60, 70, 80, and 85 percent fan speeds for the various rotor-to-stator
spacings. It is clear that the reduction in sound level caused by increasing the rotor-to-
stator spacing is not a function of fan speed. For this reason, and for the sake of sim-
plicity, the sound data presented and the conclusions that are drawn from this point on
will be generally only from 85 percent speed data.
Fundamental tone. - Although the fan was designed so that the fundamental fan tone,
or first harmonic, would be theoretically cut off, a fundamental tone (e.g., fig. 11) does
propagate into the far field. There is (ref. 2) a criterion for determining whether or not
an interaction tone or multiple of the blade passage frequency will propagate from the
fan. This criterion is
U _ m B / x
UT mB + nV
in which
U rotating speed of a mode
Urp blade tip speed
m multiple, or harmonic, of the blade passage frequency
B number of rotor blades (36 for the QF-5 fan)
n negative integer
V number of stator blades (88 for the QF-5 fan)
Depending on whether |u/UT| is greater or less than 1, a particular tone will or
will not be propagated to the far field. In the case of the first harmonic, or fundamental,
U/U,p = 36/(36 + 88n). Since for no value of n will the expression be greater than 1,
noise caused by interaction at the blade passage frequency should not be detected by the
microphones. However, for the second harmonic, U/UT = 72/(72 + 88n), and for this
tone, |U/UT| can be greater than 1 (e.g., for n = -1). Similarly, higher order har-
monics satisfy the criterion, and, in fact, are present.
The observed blade passage frequency tone (e.g., fig. 11) is believed to result from
free atmospheric turbulence (ref. 4) and the fixed-spot distortion of the facility (ref. 5);
consequently, this tone is not affected by cutoff or changes in spacing. Furthermore,
under flight conditions the blade passage frequency tone as caused by these phenomena
may disappear (ref. 6).
The effect of changes in spacing on the fundamental is shown in figure 13. The fact
that the blade passage frequency tone level does increase slightly with increases in
spacing may be due to inaccuracies in measurement or to a change in fan aerodynamics
(e.g., figs. 8 and 10) from one stator position to another.
Overtone noise. - The reduction in sound level that resulted when the rotor-to-
stator spacing was increased was calculated by combining the reductions of the second,
third, fourth, and fifth harmonics of the blade passage frequency. Figure 14 shows how
the overtone sound pressure level is reduced by increases in rotor-to-stator spacing.
Overtone sound pressure level is defined herein as the sound level calculated by adding
only the contributions from the second, third, fourth, and fifth harmonics, and it is
basically a measure of the noise generated by the interaction between the fan rotor and
s.tator. This level is obtained by adding the sound pressure levels obtained from narrow-
band spectrum (20-Hz bandwidth resolution) analyses of the far-field microphone data.
The contribution from the blade passage frequency tone was omitted from the calculation
because the fundamental itself was not affected by changes in the rotor-to-stator spacing.
In calculating power levels from the QF-5 fan, the computation was performed in a
way similar to the computation of overtone sound pressure level. Power contributions
from the second to fifth harmonics of the blade passage frequency were added together,
and any contribution from the fundamental tone was left out. Table V presents the over-
tone power level and the power levels from the individual QF-5 fan tones for each rotor-
to-stator spacing. As can be seen from the table, the sound power level differences
associated with doubling the spacing are, for the second to fifth harmonics, 6.3, 4.4,
4.9, and 5. 2 decibels, respectively. The result of these individual reductions is an
overtone reduction of 5.9 decibels.
Some studies of the effects of the rotor-to-stator spacing have been conducted by
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others - in particular, Lowson (ref. 1); Smith and House (ref. 7); and Silverstein,
Katzoff, and Bullivant (ref. 8). Reference 1 showed a 2-decibel reduction of sound per
doubling of spacing over 1- to 2-chord spacings. Reference 7 showed a 6-decibel reduc-
tion of sound per doubling of spacing; that is, a reduction with the square of the ratio of
o
spacing to rotor chord, (s/c) .
These first two functions present results of differences of the total sound power
level as the spacing between fan rotor and stator, presumably of a single-stage fan, was
changed. These results should be comparable to the changes in overtone sound power
level found in the present program. The omission of the noise contribution of the un-
affected cutoff fundamental tone from the present program results should place the
present results on the same standing as those of the reference studies, since those
studies (as far as can be determined) did not involve any cutoff tones.
Reference 8, which was a study of wakes downstream of an airfoil, provided an ex-
pression for the maximum velocity defect in the wake of (2.42 CT-./S/C + 0.3), in which
CD is the drag coefficient. According to the modeling of reference 6, in which fan sta-
tor blades respond to the changes in incoming flow angles and velocities created by the
rotor wakes and generate a varying lift force, the relative level of the noise resulting
from this fluctuating force is assumed to be represented as 20 log (2.42 CD/S/C + 0.3).
The rate of reduction of this level would be about 5 decibels per doubling of spacing.
A comparison of the sound reduction measured in this investigation with the results
from the first two studies (refs. 1 and 7) and the extension (ref. 9) of the wake defect
study (ref. 8) is presented in figure 15. As can be seen, the overtone reduction of the
QF-5 fan agrees well with the relation of reference 7 and with the wake dissipation
results.
Individual higher order harmonics. - Figures 16 to 19 illustrate the sound radiation
patterns of the second to fifth harmonics, respectively, for each of the three rotor-to-
stator spacings. Figure 16 shows that for the second harmonic, increased rotor-to-
stator spacing resulted in a small decrease in the sound pressure level ahead of the fan
and a much greater decrease to the rear of the fan. Figure 17 shows that for the third
harmonic, the reduction in sound pressure level with increased rotor-to-stator spacing
tended to be more constant at all radial locations. For the fourth and fifth harmonics,
figures 18 and 19 show that, with the exception of the variation in the intermediate
spacing data of the fifth harmonic, the reduction in sound pressure level with increased
spacing was uniform at all radial locations.
Table VI presents sound power level values for the higher order harmonics in the
front and rear quadrants and the value of reduction for the doubling of the spacing be-
tween rotor and stator. The division between front and rear quadrants was made at 70°
because examination of the polar plots of the sound pressure levels of the harmonics
showed this angle generally to be between lobes.
Examination of the values of sound power displayed in table VI and of the sound pres-
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sure levels as plotted in figures 13 and 16 to 19 suggest several hypotheses about the
characteristics of fan discrete tone noise. One such hypothesis is that there are two
sources of tone noise present in a fan, or at least in the QF-5 fan. One source of fan
tone noise is affected by changes in rotor-to-stator spacing, and the other is not. This
consequence results if the assumption is made that the blade number design criterion of
reference 2 as applied to the QF-5 fan was successful in eliminating the propagation of
first harmonic noise caused by the rotor-and-stator interaction. There are a number of
differences between the first and other harmonics to indicate basic differences in tone
generation.
In addition to the relative constancy of the amplitude of the fan fundamental, or first
harmonic, in contrast to the several-decibel magnitude reduction of the higher harmon-
ics with spacing increases, there are differences in directivity. Comparison of fig-
ure 13 with figures 16 to 19 indicates that the peak magnitude of the cutoff fundamental
tone occurs in the front quadrant (around 50°), whereas the peak magnitudes of the other
harmonics (which, since they are not cut off, should be a function of the rotor-and-stator
interaction) all appear in the rear quadrant (between 110° and 130°). These differences
between the characteristics of the fundamental tone, which should not be a function of
rotor-and-stator interaction, and the other tones, which should be a function of rotor-
and-stator interaction, are quite marked.
A second source of tone generation in the QF-5 fan is very likely an interaction be-
tween the fan rotor and nonuniformities in the inlet airflow, perhaps as described in
.reference 10. A previous study (ref. 5) of what was called inflow distortion has been
made at the fan test facility of the Lewis Research Center. It appears that noise from
this inflow distortion occurred at the same frequencies as the QF-5 fan noise caused by
the rotor-and-stator interaction but differed by peaking in the inlet quadrant. This sec-
ond means of noise production thus seems to operate independently of the rotor-and-
stator interaction.. Since this noise from inflow distortion propagates at multiples of the
blade passage frequency, it simply adds to the rotor-and-stator interaction noise to pro-
duce the measured sound pressure level. In the case of the fundamental blade passage
frequency tone, this second source is the only source of the sound pressure level. In
the case of other harmonics, the contribution varies.
An attempt can be made to separate the rotor-and-stator interaction noise from
what may be termed rotor-alone noise if the sound power level values of table VI are
thought of as being made up of two components. One component is due to rotor-and-
stator interaction and decreases by 2.5 to 3 decibels from one spacing to another; the
other component is due to inflow distortion (interacting with the rotor alone) and is un-
changed by spacing. This interaction of the inflow distortion with the rotor alone gener-
ated relatively smaller harmonics than did the rotor-and-stator interaction, judging by
the changes in propagation of inlet noise at higher frequencies. Examination of figures
18 and 19 shows the front quadrant noise to be reduced by about the same amplitude as
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was the rear quadrant noise. This would indicate that at these multiples of the fan
fundamental tone, only the rotor-and-stator interaction component of noise is significant.
At smaller multiples of the fundamental tone, that is, the second and third harmonics,
the amplitudes of both noise sources are comparable. It may be that there is sufficient
noise propagating into the front quadrant at low multiples of blade passage frequency to
produce a noise floor so that the reduction in sound level from increases in spacing is
not fully realized.
"Haystack". - Another component of the QF-5 fan noise spectrum that was affected
by changes in rotor-to-stator spacing is what could be described as a "haystack. " The
amplitude of this component was small enough that its level had no effect on the overall
sound pressure level or perceived noise rating of this fan. However, it seems useful to
consider it, because, although not a discrete tone, it was affected by changes in rotor-
to-stator spacing, just as would be a fan tone whose level was determined entirely by
rotor-and-stator interaction. This component, present at all speeds, was only observed
in the rear quadrant. Spectrally, it is a broadband hump of a few-hundred-hertz band-
width, near in frequency to some of the harmonics of the blade passage frequency. Ref-
erence may be made to figure 11 for a sample spectrum with a "haystack. " Several
"haystacks" occur in the spectrum, but, as they are similar, only one will be discussed
in any detail - the one with a center frequency close to the frequency of the second har-
monic.
In order to define some of the terms and quantities which will be used, reference
will be made to figures 20 and 21. A comparison of these two figures illustrates how the
spectrum of this noise component differs from the blade passage frequency tone of the
QF-5 fan and from fan tones in general. Figure 20 is a typical analysis of the 85 percent
speed noise between about 1 and 3 kilohertz, which shows the blade passage frequency
tone and a number of shaft passage frequency (SPF) tones. Figure 21 is an analysis at
the same resolution (4 Hz) of the noise around the second harmonic between about 3 and
5 kilohertz. While some shaft passage frequency tones do appear in figure 21, there is
an additional feature, a large nondiscrete-frequency noise component, or "haystack. "
To facilitate study of the "haystack, " the comparison will be made on the basis of center
frequency and peak level. In figure 20, the sound pressure level base on which the vari-
ous tones rest is rather constant in amplitude. In figure 21, this base increases by
about 10 decibels near the frequency of the fan harmonic. To rate the amplitude of the
"haystack, " a smoothed value of the maximum level (disregarding the shaft passage
frequency tones) was chosen. To characterize the frequency of the "haystack, " the
value of frequency which appeared to be the center of the maximum "haystack" level
was chosen. As is apparent from the sample figures, neither the peak amplitude level
nor the center frequency value could be determined very precisely.
One characteristic of the "haystack" that was unaffected by changes in rotor-to-
stator spacing was the variation of the "haystack" center frequency with the angular
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location of the microphone from the fan. Examination of rear quadrant narrowband
spectra indicate that the center frequency of the second-harmonic "haystack" changes
with regard to the frequency of the second harmonic. Figure 22 shows the frequency of
the "haystack" normalized to the frequency of the second harmonic. At angles closer
to or farther from the fan inlet, there is a slight decrease or increase, respectively, in
the normalized center frequency.
Figure 23 presents the peak value of the sound pressure level of the "haystack" at
each one of the three rotor-to-stator spacings. A consistent reduction in level is appar-
ent as the stator is moved away from the rotor. The amount of this reduction, an aver-
age of approximately 6 decibels per doubling of the spacing, is nearly the same as that
for the second harmonic, which suggests a possible close relation between the "hay-
stack" and the second harmonic.
The similarities between the reduction in amplitude of the "haystack" with changes
in spacing and also the angle at which the "haystack" peak amplitude occurs, and the
amplitude reduction and peak angle of the second harmonic seem unlikely to be a coinci-
dence. One may, perhaps, speculate that the QF-5 fan "haystack" is the result of an
interaction between some turbulence in the exit airflow and the fan harmonic tone. Both
phenomena are based on fluctuations in air pressure, and a modulation process by which
the discrete tone combines with a random airflow variation to create a noise component
is conceivable.
Broadband noise. - An indication of the variation in fan broadband noise with fan
spacing was obtained by examining the narrowband data at 3 kilohertz. The sound pres-
sure level at a frequency of 3 kilohertz (see fig. 11) was chosen rather than an integrated
value of estimated broadband noise on the basis of ease of reduction. This was made
with the assumption that because this frequency was at a broadband portion of the spec-
trum, any changes in the fan broadband noise level would be similarly exhibited by
changes in the 3-kilohertz level. Figure 24 presents the variation in level of this fan
broadband noise with changes in spacing. The figure shows that any reduction of broad-
band noise at this frequency with increased rotor-to-stator spacing was insignificant.
Some differences did occur at other frequencies, but no consistent trend was evident.
For example, at 5 and 7 kilohertz, there was no change in broadband level between the
data for the smallest and the intermediate rotor-to-stator spacing, and there was a 2-
decibel reduction between the data for the intermediate and the largest spacing. Appar-
ently, only the "haystack" and those blade passage frequency harmonics that have not
been cut off are affected by spacing changes between the fan rotor and stator.
Overall acoustic performance of QF-5 fan. - Power levels and perceived noise cal-
culated from 1/3 octave data reflect the reductions in overall noise that resulted from
changes in the rotor-to-stator spacing. The calculations of power and perceived noise
levels used corrected sound pressure levels. The higher frequencies were corrected
for atmospheric attenuation by amounts dependent on the conditions of ambient tempera-
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ture, pressure, and humidity; the lower frequencies (up to 1250 Hz) were corrected by
taking into account the imperfect sound reflection off the test-site pavement. Figures
of 1/3 octave sound pressure and sound power spectra, as well as sideline perceived
noise, are presented in appendix B.
The curves (fig. 25) of sound power level as a function of frequency for 60- and 85-
percent speed illustrate that the reductions in noise from one spacing to another oc-
curred primarily at the harmonics of the blade passage frequency. As recorded in
table V, the blade passage frequency sound power level obtained with the smallest
spacing was about 5 decibels below the overtone sound power level. With increases in
spacing, the overtone sound power level decreased by about 6 decibels, but the blade
passage frequency sound power level increased slightly. The consequence of these off-
setting noise changes is that over the 1- to 2-chord range of rotor-to-stator spacing, the
sound power level for the QF-5 fan at 85 percent speed decreased by only about 1. 5 deci-
bels, as illustrated in figure 26. As could be seen in figure 9, changing the rotor-to-
stator spacing brought about a change in operating pressure ratio. Figure 27 shows that
a 2. 5 decibel reduction in sound power level could be obtained if the fan were operated in
such a way as to maintain a constant pressure ratio.
The figure of sound power level as a function of pressure ratio (fig. 27) illustrates
the strong dependence of noise on fan pressure ratio (essentially specific work output).
It is evident that both pressure ratio and rotor-to-stator spacing have a major effect on
fan noise.
The perceived noise level curves (fig. 28) for 60 percent and 85 percent speeds also
reflect the changes in sound pressure level from increasing the rotor-to-stator spacing.
As expected, the closest spacing caused the most annoyance, and the farthest spacing,
the least. The difference in maximum perceived noise level between the closest rotor-
to-stator spacing of 1.14 rotor chords and the farthest spacing of 2. 27 chords varied
from 1 to 3 decibels at 60 and 85 percent speeds. Figure 29 shows that the reduction in
the value of the maximum sideline perceived noise level with spacing ratio was about
1.5 decibels at 85 percent speed.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Tests were conducted on a full-scale, single-stage, high-pressure-ratio fan to de-
termine the effect of increasing the rotor-to-stator spacing on the noise from the fan.
A comparison was made of the sound levels of the different noise components over a
range of spacing of approximately 1 to 2 rotor chords. Changes in spacing had a pro-
nounced effect on the levels of those noise components caused by the flow interaction be-
tween rotor and stator. The reduction in noise levels over this range of spacing was
5 to 6 decibels for all tones except that of the fundamental blade passage frequency. The
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latter tone appeared sufficiently reduced in amplitude (cut off) by the relative numbers
of rotor and stator blades that its level was controlled by what appears to have been
rotor-alone noise. The net result of these effects was that the noise produced at the
2, 27-chord spacing was about 2 decibels less than the noise at the 1.14-chord spacing.
Some implications of the results of this study concern the effectiveness of cutoff and
of increased rotor-to-stator spacing in reducing fan noise. For the QF-5 fan, both tech-
niques were used, but fairly small perceived noise reductions were obtained. The choice
of more than twice as many stator blades as rotor blades was intended to cut off the
propagation of the fundamental blade passage frequency tone so that it would be complete-
ly eliminated, and only the overtones, or higher frequency fan tones would be heard.
Then, moving the bypass stator row farther and farther away from the rotor would re-
duce the sound level of the overtones because the strength of the rotor wakes at the sta-
tor would have been reduced. Strictly speaking, it would appear that both design objec-
tives were met - the fundamental blade passage frequency tone as caused by rotor-and-
stator interaction was eliminated, and the level of the overtones was reduced. However,
a tone at the fundamental blade passage frequency was generated. This tone occurred at
a sensitive Noy area of frequency and was large enough in amplitude so that the reduction
of other fan tones was not effective in reducing total sound power noise. The fact that the
directivity, or polar pattern, of the fundamental tone sound pressure level was radically
different from that of the higher order harmonics and that the level of the fundamental
was not affected by changes in rotor-to-stator spacing (as were the other harmonics)
strongly suggests that the fundamental tone heard is generated by the rotor alone, not by
a rotor-and-stator interaction. This fan noise was probably an effect of an interaction
between the fan rotor and inflow nonuniformities.
It would seem that increasing the distance between the fan rotor and stator is an ef-
fective way of reducing the fan noise caused by rotor-and-stator interaction. However,
for fan noise caused by an interaction between the fan rotor and nonuniformities in the
incoming airflow, other design techniques for quieting the fan are necessary. Perhaps
a smaller number of rotor blades would be useful in reducing the amount of rotor-alone
noise. This approach would have a second advantage if the number of rotor blades were
small enough that the blade passage frequency would occur at less than a Noy sensitive
frequency (less than 1 kHz). Then, by using four times as many stator blades as rotor
blades, the second harmonic tone as well as the first (fundamental) would be cut off.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Cleveland, Ohio, April-23, 1974,
501-24.
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APPENDIX A
NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF FAN TEST FACILITY
Because of the proximity of the fan test facility to the main compressor and drive
building of the 10- by 10-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel, the possibility of measurement
errors caused by reflections from the building to the microphones was considered. To
reduce this possibility, the wall of the building facing the fan apparatus and microphones
was covered to a height of 9,1 meters (30 ft) by a 15. 2-centimeter- (6-in. -) thick layer
of acoustic damping material (fig. l(b)). The material chosen was an open-cell poly-
urethane ether foam which is weather resistant and has very good sound absorptive
properties above 400 hertz.
Tests were performed, at a distance of 15. 2 meters (50 ft) out from the wall, in
which a 3.492-centimeter- (1.375-in.-) diameter converging nozzle was mounted on the
concrete viaduct in place of the fan and with the insulation installed on the building wall.
The sound produced by a nitrogen jet expanding supersonically from the nozzle was mea-
sured by an array of microphones centered on the nozzle (the 10° microphone was not
used). The nozzle was oriented to exhaust directly towards the building wall. Supply
pressure on the nozzle was held constant at 34.3 newtons per square centimeter (35 psia)
throughout the test. This acoustic source was highly directional. The sound field had a
peak decibel level approximately 20° from the flow discharge axis. At 90°, the level
was 10 decibels below the peak, and it remained at this level from 90° to 180°. The test
provided a comparison between the sound field of the jet exhausting towards the absorp-
tive wall and the relatively free sound field of the jet exhausting away from the wall.
Comparison of 1/3 octave band sound pressure spectra for the two jet configurations
at comparable locations showed differences of the order of 4 decibels below 200 hertz.
Agreement was consistently good above 1000 hertz. The differences in sound pressure
were random in nature. Differences from one azimuthal location to another showed no
pattern, and no pattern was found which could be attributed to the nearness of the build-
ing wall.
The sound power spectra are presented in figure 30, which shows good agreement
down to 400 hertz. The high point at 60 hertz, where the two curves are coincident, is
probably the result of 60-hertz electronic noise. At low frequencies (below 400 Hz),
there is a consistent difference of the order of 4 decibels. Results of the test indicate
that above 400 hertz the treated wall satisfactorily represents (within 1 dB) a free field.
Tests were also run to determine the sound level caused by the drive machinery and
the shaft turning without a fan coupled to it. Figure 31 indicates the noise power level
generated at 3120 rpm. The effect of placing a shroud or cover around the drive shaft is
also shown; at frequencies above 400 hertz, a fairly uniform reduction of the order of
15
8 decibels was observed. For purposes of comparison, the facility background noise
level, without any machinery running, is also presented. It indicates that the shaft
noise, although lowered by the cover, is still 10 to 15 decibels greater than the back-
ground noise. These levels were considerably less than the noise levels generated by
the QF-5 fan.
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APPENDIX B
ONE-THIRD OCTAVE DATA
The results of the 1/3 octave analyses of the QF-5 fan noise at 60, 70, 80, and
85 percent of design speed with rotor-to-stator spacings of 1.14, 1.65, and 2. 27 rotor
chords are presented in figures 32 to 88. These data are corrected for ground reflec-
tion and atmospheric attenuation. The table below gives the breakdown of the data as
they are presented in the figures.
Data
Sound power level
Sound pressure level at angular locations
from 10° to 160° relative to inlet axis
Perceived noise level on 114. 3 -meter (3 75 -ft)
sideline at 60 percent of design speed
Perceived noise level on 304. 8-meter (1000-ft)
sideline at 85 percent of design speed
Rotor-to-stator
spacing,
rotor chords
1.14
1.65
2.27
1.14
1.65
2.27
1.14
1.65
2.27
1.14
1.65
2.27
Figures
32
33
34
35 to 50
51 to 66
67 to 82
83
84
85
86
87
88
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TABLE I. - DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS OF QF-5 FAN
Corrected flow, kg/sec (Ib/sec) 385.9(850)
Corrected fan speed, rpm 3630
Corrected tip speed, m/sec (ft/sec) . . . .332 .5 (1090)
Bypass pressure ratio 1.60
Core pressure ratio 1.45
Predicted bypass efficiency 0.870
Predicted core efficiency 0.872
Bypass ratio 5.40
TABLE II. - PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF QF-5 FAN
Blade parameter
Number
Chord, m (in. ):
Hub
Midspan
Tip
Aspect ratio:
Hub
Tip
Span, m (in. ):
Leading edge
Trailing edge
Hub-to-tip ratio:
Leading edge
Trailing edge
Solidity:
Hub
Tip
Rotor
36
0.17 (6.65)
.19 (7.65)
.21 (8.12)
2.65
2.17
0.49 (19.02)
.41 (16.17)
0.445
.512
2.36
1.38
Fan stator
88
0.10 (4.0)
.10 (4.0)
.10 (4.0)
2.74
2.74
0.29 (10.95)
.28 (10.95)
0.679
.715
2.35
1.63
Core stator
88
0.08 (3.0)
.08 (3.0)
.08 (3.0)
1.12
1.12
0.09 (3.35)
.09 (3.35)
0.821
.835
2.35
1,95
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TABLE III. - FAN VELOCITY DESIGN PARAMETERS
(a) At 80 percent of cruise design corrected speed
Fan rotor
Diameter, cm (in. ):
At rotor leading- edge station
At rotor trailing- edge station
Relative Mach number (rotor):
At rotor leading- edge station
At rotor trailing- edge station
Meridional velocity, m/sec (ft/sec):
At rotor leading- edge station
At rotor trailing-edge station
Relative air angle (rotor), deg:
At rotor leading-edge station
At rotor trailing-edge station
Wheel speed, m/sec (ft/sec):
At rotor leading- edge station
At rotor trailing-edge station
Diffusion factor:
92.48 (36.41)
98.96 (38.96)
0.595
.415
141.0 (462.2)
141.7 (464.5)
45.06
90.73
140.7 (461.3)
150.5 (493.6)
0.501
119.15 (46.91)
122.48 (48.22)
0.699
.436
147.2 (482.6)
145.7 (477.6)
39.07
75.97
181.3 (594.4)
186.4 (611.0)
0.541
134.85 (53.09)
135.86 (53.49)
0.759
.479
148.9 (488.2)
153.4 (503.0)
35.97
68.16
205.2 (672.7)
206.7 (677.8)
0.525
155.32(61.15)
153.59 (60.47)
0.833
.561
147.4 (483.2)
164.9 (540.8)
31.95
58.37
236.3 (774.9)
233.7 (766.2)
0.464
167.84 (66.08)
163. 25 (64. 27)
0.873
.594
141.9 (465.2)
168.7 (553.1)
29.06
55.16
255.4 (837.3)
248.4 (814.4)
0.452
Bypass stator
Diameter, cm (in.):
At stator leading- edge station
At stator trailing-edge station
Absolute Mach number (stator):
At stator leading-edge station
At stator trailing-edge station
Meridional velocity, m/sec (ft/sec):
At stator leading- edge station
At stator trailing-edge station
Absolute air angle (stator), deg:
At stator leading -edge station
At stator trailing-edge station
Diffusion factor:
t
125.10 (49.25)
131.55 (51.79)
0.627
.499
162.0 (531.2)
173.5 (568.7)
48.97
90.00
0.334
137.59 (54.17)
142.44 (56.08)
0.644
.509
172.2 (564.6)
177.2 (580.9)
51.20
90.00
0.348
148.34 (58.40)
151.89 (59.80)
0. 644
.503
175.9 (576.7)
175.7 (576.1)
52.52
90.00
0.365
158.06(62.23)
160.66 (63.25)
0.624
.485
172.8 (566.4)
169.7 (556.3)
53.39
90.00
0.378
167.46 (65.93)
169.16 (66.60)
0.589
.457
159.8 (523.8)
160.9 (527.6)
51.37
90.00
0.396
Core stator
Diameter, cm (in.):
At stator leading-edge station
At stator trailing-edge station
Absolute Mach number (stator):
At stator leading-edge station
At stator trailing-edge station
Meridional velocity, m/sec (ft/sec):
At stator leading-edge station
At stator trailing-edge station
Absolute air angle (stator), deg:
At stator leading-edge station
At stator trailing-edge station
Diffusion factor:
92.58 (36.45)
93.88 (36.96)
0.643
.426
125.3 (411.3)
132.7 (435.2)
34.84
63.36
0.436
96.65 (38.05)
97.59 (38.42)
0.597
.430
131.1 (429.7)
132.1 (433.2)
39.94
62.10
0.364
100.43 (39.54)
101.12 (39.81)
0.577
.430
130.5 (427.8)
130.5 (427.9)
41.31
60.91
0.335
104.09 (40.98)
104.52 (41.15)
0.571
.432
128.1 (419.9)
129.8 (425.5)
40.84
59.78
0.324
107.67 (42.39)
107.80 (42.44)
0.573
.436
125.6 (411.7)
130.0 (426.1)
39.63
58.75
0.321
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TABLE HI. - Concluded. FAN VELOCITY DESIGN PARAMETERS
(b) At 100 percent of cruise design corrected speed
Fan rotor -
Diameter, cm (in.):
At rotor leading- edge station
At rotor trailing- edge station .
Relative Mach number (rotor):
At rotor leading-edge station
At rotor trailing-edge station
Meridional velocity, m/sec (ft/sec):
At rotor leading- edge station
At rotor trailing-edge station
Relative air angle (rotor), deg:
At rotor leading- edge station
At rotor trailing-edge station
Wheel speed, m/sec (ft/sec):
At rotor leading- edge station
At rotor trailing-edge station
Diffusion factor:
92.89 (36.57)
99.52 (39.18)
0.800
.513
195.3 (640.3)
175.4 (575.0)
47.87
90.26
176.7 (579.3)
189.3 (620.5)
0.535
119.48 (47.04)
122.38 (48.18)
0.933
.524
205.1 (672.3)
176.3 (577.9)
42.07
• 76.01
227.2 (745.0)
232.8 (763.2)
0.583
135.03 (53.16)
135.59 (53.38)
1.007
.574
207.5 (680.4)
185.9 (609.5)
38.94
68.30
256.8 (842.0)
257.9 (845.5)
0.566
155.50 (61.22)
153.11 (60.28)
1.094
.681
203.5 (667.1)
202.6 (664.4)
34.53
58.56
295.7 (969.6)
291.2 (954.8)
0.495
167.97 (66.13)
163.09 (64.21)
1.135
.733
194.3 (636.9)
210.4 (689.8)
31.30
55.23
319.5 (1047.4)
310.2 (1017.0)
0.467
Bypass stator
Diameter, cm (in. ):
At stator leading- edge station
At stator trailing-edge station
Absolute Mach number (stator):
At stator leading-edge station
At stator trailing-edge station
Meridional velocity, m/sec (ft/sec):
At stator leading-edge station
At stator trailing-edge station
Absolute air angle (stator), deg:
At stator leading- edge station
At stator trailing-edge station
Diffusion factor:
124.64 (49.07)
130.81 (51.50)
0.773
.555
198.5 (650.7)
196.3 (643.7)
48.17
90.00
0.404
136.93 (53.91)
141.45 (55.69),
0.798
.580
212.3 (696.1)
205.5 (673.9)
50.44
90.00
0.404
147.83 (58.20)
151.13 (59.50)
0.797
.578
216.6 (710.1)
205.9 (675.1)
51.64
90.00
0.414
157.89 (62.16)
133.20(52.44)
0.765
.558
211.1 (692.0)
199.2 (653.0)
52.44
90.00
0.420
167.46 (65.93)
128.24 (50.49)
0.714
.526
193.8 (635.5)
188.9 (619.4)
50.49
90.00
0.435
Core stator
Diameter, cm (in. ):
At stator leading- edge station
At stator trailing-edge station
Absolute Mach number (stator):
At stator leading- edge station
At stator trailing-edge station
Meridional velocity, m/sec (ft/sec):
At stator leading-edge station
At stator trailing-edge station
Absolute air angle (stator), deg:
At stator leading-edge station
At stator trailing-edge station
Diffusion factor:
92.56(36.44)
93.83 (36.94)
0.800
.501
156.3 (512.6)
158.6 (520.1)
34.86
63.38
0.465
96.60(38.03)
97.51 (38.39)
0.743
.504
163.8 (536.9)
156.8 (514.0)
40.01
62.12
0.402
100.43 (39.54)
101.07 (39.79)
0.721
.506
163.3 (535.3)
155.6 (510.3)
41.27
60.92
0.375
104.11 (40.99)
104.50 (41.14)
0.716
.513
160.7 (527.0)
156.3 (512.4)
40.68
59.79
0.361
107.70 (42.40)
107.80 (42.44)
0.720
.521
158.6 (519.9)
157.5 (516.3)
39.61
58.75
0.357
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TABLE IV. - AERODYNAMIC INSTRUMENTATION
Station
1
8
3
4
5
Number of sensors
Static pressure
Wall
--
8
6
6
—
Stream
--
--
--
--
6
Total
pressure
--
--
40
20
48
Temperature
Wall
6
--
--
—
--
Stream
--
--
36
16
--
TABLE V. - FAN TONE POWER LEVELS
Harmonic
1
2
3
4
5
Overtone
Rotor-to-stator spacing,
rotor chords
1.14 1.65 2.27
Tone power level,
dB (relative to 10" 13 W)
147.4
152.5
139.7
140.3
137.7
152.9
148.7
149.7
137.4
138.4
136.9
150.4
149.1
146.2
135.3
135.4
132.5
147.0
Total change in
tone power level
with increase in
spacing from
1.14 chords to
2. 27 chords,
dB
+ 1.7
-6.3
-4.4
-4.9
-5.2
-5.9
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TABLE VI. - FAN TONE POWER LEVELS BY RADIAL LOCATION
Blade
passage
frequency
harmonic
2
3
4
5
Radial location
Front quadrant
Rear quadrant
Front quadrant
Rear quadrant
Front quadrant
Rear quadrant
Front quadrant
Rear quadrant
Rotor-to-stator spacing,
rotor chords
1.14 1.65 2.27
Tone power level,
dB (relative to 10" 13 W)
142.7
151.0
133.8
138.4
132.1
139.6
127.8
137.2
141.0
148.1
133.7
135.0
130.0
137.6
125.3
136.4
140.2
144.0
131.2
133.2
127.3
135.0
122.8
132.0
Total decrease
in power level
with increase in
spacing from
1. 14 chords to
2.27 chords,
dB
2.5
7.0
3.0
5.2
4.8
4.7
5.1
5.4
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Microphones
Main compressor
and drive building ... ••
of 10-by 10-Foot T acoustic
Supersonic Wind '
 treatment
Tunnel-i /
Drive motor
Control
room
-Gearbox Fan rotor
(a) Plan view. All dimensions are in meters (ft).
Test fan nacelle
Main compressor
and drive building^
Typical
fan
Microphones (covered)-?\
f Fan inlet / sx.
(b) Elevation view of facility.
Figure 1. - Full-scale fan acoustic test facility.
-72-3465
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(a) Spacing, 1.14 chords.
(b) Spacing, 1.65 chords.
Id Spacing, 2. 27 chords.
Figure 2. - Fan rotor-to-stator spacing configurations.
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(a) Rotor assembly.
(b) Stator assembly.
Figure 3. - Fan stage.
r-71-34<J2
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3 Instrumentation station 4 5
-196.9 -1245
(-77.5) (-49.0)
65.5 116.8
(25.8) (46.0)
Location, cm
(in.)
,341.6 356.9
(134:5) (140,5)
,-- Bypass flow duct
A '- Core flow duct
Support pylon
Figure 4 - Cutaway view of QF-5 fan installation, and axial locations of aerodynamic instrumentation stations.
D Total-pressure tap
a,® Thermocouple
il,o Static-pressure tap
Rake
Station 1 Station 8
470--—H
/-Alternate total-
Station 5
Pylon
Figure 5. - Radial locations of fan aerodynamic instrumentation at numbered axial
instrumentation stations. (Sketches not to scale-, see table IV for correct number
of rake elements at each station.)
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Figure 6. - Block diagram of acoustic data system.
1.7
2> 1.5
1.3
•1.1
O Measured data
Design stall line
Design .
operating line
(design nozzle)-,
90
80
Percent of design
corrected speed
I I •
40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Percent of design corrected mass flow
Figure 7. - Operating line of QF-5 fan with rotor-to-stator spacing of
1.14 rotor chords. One-hundred percent mass flow, 385.9 kilo-
grams per second (850 Ib/sec).
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' Figures. - Bypass pressure ratio as function of percent of corrected
fan speed.
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Figure 9. - Bypass pressure ratio as function of rotor-to-stator spacing.
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Figure 10. - Bypass mass flow as function of percent of corrected fan
speed.
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Figure 11. - Sample narrowband spectra. Rotor-to-stator spacing, 1.65 rotor chords; fan speed, 85 percent of
design corrected speed; microphone location, 140° from inlet axis.
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Figure 12. - Maximum sound pressure level of second harmonic as
function of rotor-to-stator spacing.
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Figure 13. - Radiation pattern of blade passage frequency sound pressure level.
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Figure 14. - Radiation pattern of overtone sound pressure level.
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Figure 15. - Reduction in overtone sound power level with increase in rotor-to-
stator spacing. (Sound power level at spacing of 1 rotor chord extrapolated to
be 154 dB.)
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Figure 16. - Radiation pattern of second harmonic sound pressure level.
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Figure 17. - Radiation pattern of third harmonic sound pressure level.
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Figure 18. - Radiation pattern of fourth harmonic sound pressure level.
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Figure 19. - Radiation pattern of fifth harmonic sound pressure level.
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Figure 20. - Typical sound pressure level spectrum around fan tone.
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Figure 21. -Typical "haystack" spectrum.
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Figure 22. - Normalized center frequency of "haystack" as function
of angular location of microphone.
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Figure 23. - Variation of peak amplitude of "haystack" with angle.
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Figure 24. - Radiation pattern of fan broadband sound pressure level (30-Hz bandwidth at
3-kHz frequency).
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Figure 25. - Sound power level spectra.
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Figure 26. - Variation of total sound power level with rotor-to-stator
spacing at constant speed.
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Figure 27. - Variation of sound power level with bypass pressure ratio.
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(a) Variations in perceived noise level on 114.3-meter (375-ft) sideline for 60 percent of
design corrected speed. .
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(b) Variations in perceived noise level on 304.8-meter (1000-ft) sideline for 85percent of
design corrected speed. • .
Figure 28. - Directivity of perceived noise.
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Figure 29. - Effect of rotor-to-stator spacing on perceived noise level
on 304.8-meter (1000-ft) sideline at 85percent speed.
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Figure 30. - Comparison of noise reflecting from treated building
wall with free-field noise. Soft-wall calibration; nitrogen jet.
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Figure 31. - Comparison of facility background noise levels without fan noise.
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Figure 32. - Sound power levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.14 chords.
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Figure 33. - Sound power levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.65 chords.
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Figure 34. - Sound power levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 2.27 chords.
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Figure 35. - Sound pressure.levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.14 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
10° angular location.
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Figure 36. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.14 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
20° angular location.
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Figure 37. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.14 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
30° angular location.
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Figure 38. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.14 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
40° angular location.
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Figure 39. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.14 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
50° angular location.
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Figure 40. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.14 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
60° angular location.
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Figure 41. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.14 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
70° angular location.
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Figure 42. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.14 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
80° angular location.
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Figure 43. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.14 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
90° angular location.
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Figure 44. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.14 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
100° angular location.
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Figure 45. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.14 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
110° angular location.
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Figure 46. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.14 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
120° angular location.
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Figure 47. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.14 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
130° angular location.
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Figure 48. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.14 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
140° angular location.
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Figure 49. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of L14 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
150°, angular location.
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Figure 50. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.14 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
160° angular location.
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Figure 51. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.65 chords, at 30.48-meter 1100-ft) radius and
10° angular location.
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Figure 52. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.65 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
20° angular location.
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Figure 53. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of L65 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
30° angular location.
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Figure 54. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.65 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
40° angular location.
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Figure 55. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of L 65 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
50° angular location.
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Figure 56. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.65 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
60° angular location.
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Figure 57. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.65 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius
and 70° angular location.
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Figure 58. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.65 chords, at 3048-meter (100-ft) radius
and 80° angular location.
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Figure 59. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of L65 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
90° angular location.
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Figure 60. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.65 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
100° angular location.
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Figure 61. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.65 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
110° angular location.
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Figure 62. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.65 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
120° angular location.
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Figure 63. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of L65 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ftl radius and
130° angular location.
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Figure 64. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.65 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
140° angular location.
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Figure 65. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.65 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
150° angular location.
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Figure 66. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 1.65 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-fl) radius and
160° angular location.
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Figure 67. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 2.27 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
10° angular location.
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Figure 68. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 2.27 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
20° angular location.
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Figure 69. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 2.27 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and.
30° angular location.
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Figure 70. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 2.21 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
40° angular location.
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Figure 71. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 2.27 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
50° angular location.
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Figure 72. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 2.27 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
60° angular location.
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Figure 73. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 127 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
70° angular location.
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Figure 74. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 2.27 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
80° angular location.
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Figure 75. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 2.27 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
90° angular location.
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Figure 76. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 2.71 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
100° angular location.
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Figure 77. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 2.27 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
110° angular location.
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Figure 78. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 2.27 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
120° angular location.
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Figure 79. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 2.27 chords, at 30.48-meter UOO-ft) radius and
130° angular location.
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Figure 80. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 2.27 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
140° angular location.
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Figure 81. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 2.27 chords, at 30.48-meter (100-ft) radius and
150° angular location.
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Figure 82. - Sound pressure levels with rotor-to-stator spacing of 2.27 chords, at 30.48-meter UOO-ft) radius and
160° angular location.
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Figure 83. - Perceived noise level on 114.3-meter (375-ft) sideline. Rotor-to-stator spacing,
1.14 chords; speed, 60 percent; blade passage frequency, 1310 hertz.
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Figure 84. - Perceived noise level on 114.3-meter (375-ft) sideline. Rotor-to-stator spacing,
1.65 chords; speed, 60 percent; blade passage frequency, 1314 hertz.
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Figure 85. - Perceived noise level on 114.3-meter (375-ft) sideline. Rotor-to-stator spacing,
2.27 chords; speed, 60 percent; blade passage frequency, 1282 hertz.
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Figure 86. - Perceived noise level on 304.8-meter (1000-ft) sideline. Rotor-to-stator spacing,
1.14 chords; speed, 85 percent; blade passage frequency, 1856 hertz.
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Figure 87. - Perceived noise level on 304.8-meter (lOOOrftl sideline. Rotor-to-stator spacing,
1.65 chords; speed, 85 percent; blade passage frequency, 1861. '
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Figure 88. - Perceived noise level on 304.8-meter (1000-ft) sideline. Rotor-to-stator spacing,
2.71 chords; speed, 85percent; blade passage frequency, 1816 hertz.
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